Rack2-Filer
Organizing and e-filing digital data is a snap with Rack2-Filer!
Through the use of graphical cabinets and e-binders with EasyFlip technology, Rack2-Filer users will
experience a familiar yet heightened level of accessibility and convenience to their scanned documents
or digitally imported content. Loaded with a vast array of features, Rack2-Filer renders troublesome
digital data management a relic of the past.

STORE

VIEW/EDIT

Store up to 2520 binders and more than
2 million pages

Flip pages with mouse clicks

ORGANIZE

New

Divide and bundle documents
with new WORK AREA function

Rack2-Filer

Scan documents directly into your computer.
Spreadsheets, presentations, and other source
files can be stored as well.

Getting organized with Rack2-Filer is easy

PDF

and enjoyable. With the push of a button,
you can scan your documents directly onto
Edit pages in the Work Area

the Work Area or inside an open e-binder.
Rack2-Filer also accepts digital content

PDF

created by other software such as spread-

NEW

sheets, presentations, and word processing
files. But for even greater flexibility, if an
application can print, you can select the
Insert files and then combine.,
take out or sort pages with ease.

Rack2-Filer ImageWriter to quickly create
e-binders containing images of your e-mails,
web pages, on-line financial statements,
technical manuals and much more.
Rack2-Filer provides several tools to keep
your content organized, presentable, and
accessible. Here are just a few features
inside Rack2-Filer:
• In the cabinet view, easily move e-binders
from one cabinet or library to another.

You can browse through a binder
while it is being displayed in the
Rack2-Viewer window.

Rack2-Filer’s main display depicts
a filing cabinet.

Use color-coding and distinctive text or
graphics to enhance the appearance and
organization of binders.
• Inside the e-binders, add custom divider
sheets to keep sections organized. The

Rack2-Filer Applications
Save opened pages in
a notebook computer.

Attach binder pages
to e-mail messages.

Print selected
pages.

index page at the front automatically
updates with what is typed on the tab.
• Use the highlighting tool to emphasize
important sections. Attach sticky notes

Rack2-Filer’s Operating Environment
Processor

Pentium® II 450MHz or later

OS

Windows® 200 Professional, Windows® XP (32-bit versions only),
Windows Vista™ (32-bit versions only), Only English versions are supported

to serve as reminders or bookmarks to
jump back and forth. Add hyperlinks to
provide one click access to web sites.
Place stamps to enhance communication.

Disk
Capacity

Memory

Simple and advanced search features
allow for fast location of information by
word, phrase or number.

10MB or more free disk space (When using color data, it is necessary to specify
approximately 400MB or more disk space and virtual memory (paging file size))

Installation
Drive

300MB or more free disk space (Additional space is required for the data created by
Rack2-Filer)
Resolution of 800x600 pixels or more, high color (16-bit or more)

Display

• Built-in Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) engine makes content searchable.

System
Drive

Windows®
2000
Windows®
XP

256MB or more, 512MB or more for color data

Windows
Vista™

512MB or more, 768 or more for color data

Compatible ScanSnap
Models

S500, S510, fi-5110EOX, EOX2, fi-4110EOX2
*“Scan to Work Area” function is only supported on ScanSnap

Part Number

PA43403-B82901

• The Work Area is like a virtual desk
that allows you to drag and drop pages
in and out of e-binders for amazing
re-organizing control.
• With Rack2-Filer, there are several ways
to share your content with others such
as exporting to PDF format, sending to
a printer, or attaching directly to e-mail.
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